Dear [Name],

I've been busy exploring the area around our home and have been impressed by the variety of flora and fauna that seem to thrive here. It's been a great experience to see the natural beauty of the place.

I've also been working on some projects at home, and I think I've made some progress. I've been experimenting with different techniques, and I'm hoping to get some good results soon.

I hope you're doing well and that everything is going smoothly with you. Please write back soon and let me know how you're doing.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Deep 6.

And now to turn.

The morning of the 1st of October, to make some of the day's work, the ship was hove to, and made the signs of W. N. W. 45.5°. The current, which, on account of the ice, was from W. S. W., had a rate of 2 knots. The wind was from E. S. E., and the weather was fresh. I shall stop off here, from a very gale, while steaming from Newfoundland.

The weather of the island interested me.
Jennings's tone is a departure from the usual. You
left the office at half past five
Aug 10 this is 2 years
of each date is a whole
July 28th 2
You will see

Andero, you look in able

Some Ed-

In the face of the
mistake found is parked
Andero, associated with him to
workable at least we say Maurice
mistake with standard of the house.

Evan is going to be opening party tonight. E is going to make
music (the most excellent reception here)

Evan Mitty has been recommended

\[ \text{Signature} \]

\[ \text{In the} \]

\[ \text{Sunday, July 1st} \]

\[ \text{Some} \]

\[ \text{Some} \]
Komo, Rar.

July 2

Dear Ed -

For the third time I reached home after resting for some other places. The Lohar found me. We abandoned the Vama Vatu troops & we sailed on the lili at 10.30 am for Nananua. Almost noon. The weather clear, calm & after breakfasting around amid the rain equally we
abandoned our chances for
Mamuka + headed for Arum
Made the journey quite after
dark. Willy + I went ashore
climbed over the rock and
to the village on the opposite
side. We were not having a
lot of success while the
rain poured outside (she be
of Temwa? I). I hope we
are not in for another
spell of bad weather. Christ
Here it is July! - the dry
season should start soon!

I certainly enjoyed my
stay with young Temwa. He +
we are hospitable + friendly
(though on low ground a shelf
- thank God!). He will probably
be away when we return but

then the Arum sets place with
Jamaican. It is a place very
strange. I have seen with him
in the place we used to visit
how can it escape? -

Byung Clement, J. M. Will
also be here with yellow and every
round. His father, an elderly
man from Temwa, is a great
man of Eastern - honestly disabled.
European + Malawi style.
Here is a fine example of his
conduct. Subsone had to go
to Arum in a hurry on the
time of the Robson death. He
chartered the boat + had to pay
for the round trip @ £ 4 -0-0
per day. Then, after returning in
Sure, he decided this he had to return to Pakenham at the last minute of the train. I could understand why. I thought about that the trains ended on Sunday.

My lunch to Mitch & Karen cost me £2-0-0, or yours for me. The same for Will.

The Marukau pendant was not at £3-0-0 but I objected to get him to knock off 10s.

We had a couple of good parties at Carter's - the ladies furnishing excellent music to accompany the yarning.

Rat's jorp e the Tuamanga men's kava cracked. When all evening y'all the village belle attended (I didn't ring any!).

---

Sure, a letter to the family. Anyway, a present from my friend tomorrow.

Tony

November 20, 1964

Dear Edward -

Feel you went last night and it began to clear shortly after we knocked off the candle at 9. We were able to have enough level to have a good time. We had everything seemed, however, so we came into Marukau bag of high Noon. The Muki is a relative of Willy and under obligation to Willy for 60 cedl.
Baskets of game — We went back
the house (the bubble town) — a wondrous
basket of food eaten presented and
great ceremonies. We inspected
report the balance of the afternoon.
(Cake too high for show work) — Taking
bottom sampler in the box.
Sampler sampler worked beautifully.
Sampler shows considerable variation.
— One very rich in usage formats.

More later — here come LEVI
KANA! Young Stew in dancing
with me.

Cheers —

Namela
July 16th

Darling— I mean, Dear Ed — —
Tree bluebush confusing! — —
Well, the gloom is thick here

There is much to ponder here —
To say it all, we came 3,000
miles to find a little spot —
A few minutes of sunshine is a joy —

Additionally, we came merely
To a small section of dry soil
To just stay, away from any wild
Tide. Took 2 bottom 2 samplers in
A few of much of water furnished
for Edmondson. Our efforts to
collect samples on the island
have not been successful. We
have collected dozens of flowers
grown onto the canvas. Walker
calls len "flage" which are not
so bad! With just a snip from
a spider today — I let him do
the dirty work!

Finally had a chance to see
up that real film of movie film
Tore a girl painting a storm.
intimate part of itself. A boy's spending coarse, out to dig.
Willy is reflected a cool man in the town. 

Tonight they have been the"bit
of providing me with vegetables.
We came in the P.M. on the 1st.

P.M. - Shades of Nebo, 1st.
days of my returnation.

The centre of the Geography
that I brought along will like
my pack of cards, soon be
ready for the "glass case"! We
think of you & wish if you
quite often. With you were
there, Ed! - here I send
of yonder to you!

P.S. -

Send your best. 2 months
Before breakfast the morning of July 4th we
sat, about 7:00 a.m., to start. We had a long wait on the
crew being in the boat. After breakfast we went to sea at
the Briney Point on the eastern horizon. I soon
saw the coast where I demás there. The
boat was in about 20 ft. 300
I took my seat on a chair near
the boat, in the wind, and
the boat under cover and moved up for
breach before 8 or 8:30. I got on the
head bump on one, those mud boats. So I
gently fell. I thought it was a big shock, and
bowed my head off, so I went down again.
on—and too damned cost to eat
my taste. I found no evidence for the home except the weather
of the day, floating. The floating
deserves, but the weather above
that done.

Tonight our 5th chicken dinner &
I had with every—anything for
a change!!! We're running
slagging eggs of this species up
much longer!!

Each night I have my butt on
the Chumash little cement laundry
& we I scrub & listen to Chinese
Victoria records (I have not sold it
music!!). The Chumash speaks
no English (except numbers from
the words—"shelling," "shrimp," and
"shiner") and my Chinese went
all it ought to be but we get on

with our usual no—Eggs
(to three cats — not to mention
mother & sister and aunt)

We have not seen those
days & will soon to get
in touch with all of the
left over & can set a picnic instead
on there we put in ample things
before time to present. But
something will come up — we
always lucky!

You must be missing
Kamalita. I hope you joined
some cognac company on
board and didn't chase a cat
with any Grindle-Jones

The yarn has been severely
pounded—

Mundale Spanier
Later—

Well, in brevity, let you know that it is working like hell—God damn it!

Yours,

[Signature]

July 1st

Dear Ed—

Climbed over the booms today for a total of over 12,000 paces—twice and a lot of short shots. I've just finished plotting the map and beginning to look like something. Don't mind, however, that I shall not be able to map a boundary between the black, broad, flatter

be & the reefs: above — explore one end of the interar are not satisfactory. But we shall see—

If I can hold up long enough

May have every curiosity.

Yours truly,

P.S. Another afternoon & two

self to complete our bottom-sampling

operations. Apropos — no range, just

We have in farm-aged gamma
Crowd tonight at which I worked
on the map. Will deliver an
illustrated lecture on 'Facts about
Agassiz'.

Our mealglutton arrived today.
Can scarcely be setting too much
again.

The afternoon the Chinaman
invited me in for a smoke. After
my bath a little I presented him
with a corn-cut pipe. He wanted
to pay for it as were all Chinese
smokers when I convinced him
it was a present!

Ho-hum! Time to Leonah
the gang and stretch out on my
creating bed of slates.

Harry

Tell Bell that if she ever
invites me to dinner
the gypsy. The cliffs drop straight into the water - 40 feet or more, I believe. Climbing on all fours up, the narrow limestone walls, the waves splashing on us not so much from the sea. Now on the coastal gate back to the SE, heading for home. Only some 3000 paces to coastal traverse today, but I made a N-S traverse across the island. Not some good coastal limestones but it seems to have found the best出处 on my earlier visit. Am just about convinced that the N coast in faulted. Can't explain the unusual features any other way. Am inspecting algae now (5-15 m deep) facing the cliff in a few places - much like the fault cracks on Wangara, Nambara. Have found brachiopods.
along! That’s good peace but my God, the shipper must be a continuous fellow! Some changes & a bit of fresh looking but it the small Kik gave them some would say against it. I should think the big one could slip over from Motie! I guess they wanted Sunday at home!

Can you hear the musical ringing clug of the yangoma stone? That’s the way I like to hear it made. — damn thin silent noisy tree hog!

To the house. My foot is wrong. I want to see some work in a restock — Kikombo, Mule, Karoni & Namuka. I hope the breath to keep moving! The next two weeks should bring Yangoma.
Ulingen the chime at midnight last, and I am a short follower, they only hit the tops of my head.

Willy is banding it with a No. 1, and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, made for me last June; it shall soon there be written in the grave. I summon our friends to dinner! Am also having coconut cups made. Have already been presented with some, gauze streamer so spread for the "Soji party." - Will bring a bag of gauze from Japan. I hope some Chinese gauze, as well as 1st & 2nd, but that asking quite a bit of even so grand a fisher as James, isn't it?

Willy is looking forward.
Sundat July 5th

Dears Ed-

Missuim Walter (for once!)
but a high delirium Seattle, too.

I was not ready for the faltering climate to
continue. Too, we of course were
more distant now from Mother.
I completed the barely overleaf
Wellesley course("Wellesley No. 2")

We spent the morning in the field.
During the afternoon I baked
deliciously—bread—slicing—cooking
up with a swim in the lagoon and
a hot bath at the Chown.

My reading matter is now
"necessarily" (N. Y. Times Aug.
12, 1933). The afternoon I read
The Fugitive Herald for Dec, 1933
-
The newspaper I brought for
making appearance! Chased a game.

We'll enjoy staying I remember what
Sue and the others did. One
occasion though last year we Fug-
See a picture to memory!

The week I was ill in my room, with
Letters to a friend. I've forgotten
Mrs. Netz's letter to me, "Lettie, and
Mrs. O'Barr."

In just over a week my second
.Doctor Day. The Charles family
are eating a chicken, beauty sweet in
The mouth. Toe shadows today - one
for lunch - one for dinner! A
Try Worcestershire sauce + tomato
calling for them — anything to change
The taste. Willy had an onion cooked
with the onion soup — that helped
but I wouldn't recommend it to
Ruth for a constant practice!
March evening v lake - eating
today! - and (1st ever) tea today. I
gave two challenges to the church. I
support for the occasion. All over Portland today. I ask you and my aunt &
keeps one all the rows - a fine page - say about.

I am developing a taste for
chillons. When they are cooked just
right, the macaroon is not too lacking
in them cooked they are delicious no
so much at all. They must also
be well cleaned and that is not.

Ah! - the first "champagne-
champagne" of the season. Now
there is some - a new form of cigarette
that my mind wonders off
into the early days of September
- less than two months hence.

From Eleanor - 1st of July 11.

Completed 1st of July 11.

We sailed and I became a sand
with just calm off the large. The terrible
clouds remained still. The huge
Tangaroa I have in view of the
difficulty, I am confirmed to think
of the more good luck than
good pacing! Anyway, the line -
We finished 400 fathoms about
noon. We are surrounded with sections
trip of the island on our way back
on large ships - strange even
to walk! - here in view. She proved
to be the "Tui Tong" an 80-ton
Ketch about 100 feet overall! We
hailed her and climbed aboard.

Who should the captain be
but our old friend Fotu!
Remember – ?

'The darkness eventually hid it from view and everyone slept except Captain Scott.

Yes, the same old weather-beaten face and the same kind of a broad-rumpled rain hat!! The docks handled with a laugh! Also, on the crew were two of the Tongan boys who carried the flag aloft on Faeroe 6th after having completed from England. Also a boy who sailed with Beck & Bryan on the English. Also a young English girl (very pretty) returning from school in New Zealand. — We all had quite a 'storm'. One of the Faeroe boys stopped by reading:

"I was on board a ship that was out west of Nukulofa. At the anchor the ship was on fire from the ship’s head seekng water and firewood. She was around to our bay then afternoon the whole gang in coming in tonight for gog. Wish you could join me. Edward! Remember me telling you that Nukulofa (not Nukulofa on Lomotu) where the 'rose made of bran'? Here in a small group, someone is always stopping in on Nukulofa! Hope our canoe drops in soon — They
I couldn't make it today - grey,
shy, strong wind, rotten weather
+ rain part of the day. The Falconer's
cannon are still here but the
single MOTH cannon started
barking homeward at dawn.

I hear that no second party
has even landed on Falconer. The
island is not yet completely
washed away. Some months
ago, says one of the Falcon crew,
an eruption occurred near the
Haapai Gang - built up a strong
cone which has since been
washed away. I'll try to get
some detailed information tonight.

I remarked to the Captain (who
was the interpreter) that he hadn't changed
a bit in 6 years. With equal
truth (but less politeness) he

replied that is even - being
known as the 'Lucky' one that
new, I was getting grey and
felt like writing. I have
reflected! E. G. I wrote

to feel like 'surviving' as the
'pure English'. 

Many more of
these "Mr. Crompton, remember!" fell
on my ears.

- Thaddeus - here sits my guest -

Hay:

Later

The crowd has now gone off
to a nearby house for a smoke.

Since you know how I feel
about horses you need not
be surprised to hear that
"the little filly stayed home!" I
have had a most interesting conversa-

ion.
Samuel Macfie, one of the Tongan men, came to fall in with us. He was the commoner on the Tongan quarter and his brother George (who sailed with Buck) are married. They are relations of the Queen of Tonga. We are all too familiar with the story of the Queen of Tonga, but we can still be glad of her. 'No other lady has done so much as you.' He is a fine fellow of the 2nd cousin.

Samuel in out of reading matter so I gave him a Geographer. He promised to send me rock samples from the volcanic structure of Tonga. He claims that our 'soapstone' is in truth a part of the Haapai islands. (I doubt it.) Go and send some of them too. He doesn't believe them. He must go to England and see the Government.
a. surplus of £10,000 - called in £800 more than they had received year ago.

Tygi still seems the lighter to carry him. We often asked someone to fill it for him!

Shirin of the B.M. has recently been to Makutalo & Eun - doing some sort of writing & one child collecting bird skins.

She has been given to Ni. Zs.

Xasie, who was with on the Falmateh when we went to Falm, was also here this evening.

The Ten Toga - really a fine boat with good accommodation. First class passage - return to Falmuth, in £5-0-0; 2nd class £2.15-0; deck passage £1.0-0. I could not have taken him! Old

At breakfast or lunch,like a good shipper. Or a small coxswain the man with the house is different the cook and houseman are hardly fed - no object for the food that he cannot take to the cabin. He apparently is the only manager. Stuffy allowed to sail between the Japanese.

Tygi, an extremely small and sedate camel, was often refused. The Tygum is a fresh tonight. A big ship, and had a very rough one to the point where they all off in the same boat. We apparently taking care of all the weather. Landing them from home to home. He says he has been seen again.2 to have the arrangement in holding out.

The Ten Toga sails on the morning. The journey was tonight.
I've worked myself out of a good bed at the "fare day." It seems some additional slip fraction of it would only clear us that coast could come over. Boating or a "laddock!"

It's growing late now but the smoke is still burning better and will soon go on even though the rain on the tent roof can't draw it out! I'm left with the Tornalla, my note to two other seasoned Baroma drinkers. By the way, I'd finally discovered how to drink the grog

make it strong (like a thick soup) & drunk small sips - one smoked with delight & desire to sleep! It's a pity (for you sake) that I didn't dream the poorness of the little fire. We best have as a fact

November, July 10th

Dear Ed -

I still hate you so don't stay - and then chance of getting away.

We will have to depart the morning but had to leave book & the whole plane of it in now in one day. Present
Before sundown we caught a glimpse of the Matapalo River outlet. Our ship was close to shore, the island was dotted with small houses.

I thought it would be nice if the planes could take one or two. But after thinking about it, we decided to wait a bit longer — sending a surprise message to Mathew at the Pogonago lodge.平坦的

The weather was the only thing that was keeping the big canoe in Mathews. I, of course, figure the captain as “chicken-hearted” (oh, pardon me, Mr. Farrar, I didn’t know you were here!).

Before the sun set too

strong this morning we completed our bottom sampling operations in the bay and in the lagoon.

After sundown we returned to the CAA base. I found the plane was waiting — in case of a possible emergency. I made sure everything was okay before we left. I wished the best of luck for the future!

By the way, the diary written that during the night hours on July 2 (or 1st June) we discovered the Amazon. The Pogonago Lodge saw a report of the trip in the local paper. It left Hakuna...
when we set - headed for Curu
wrote a load of tap copra from Tumon & sold them Stewart &
her daughter as passengers. They got so bad that they had to throw all the dark load of copra overboard - and it was not insured either. It must have been bad indeed, for she only had 250 cwt & her load was 300. This in the dry season when the gentle Trade prevails! - you are in for a lot of weather; talk of you ever finishing that book, Ed. I can see that right now. I don't know what I shall do tomorrow. I'm fed up with the sea of the interior (at given bath) and live currents every inch of

The cook at Bau is tough
one with no real reach to do.
I can see Kangan and the king of Beal in you in the
kitchen with the 4th hand!
Maybe ill start one today
Dinner will go - no reason
posted! - what rather statistical my
Contraband book of enraged
Believe it or not I have
temporary feed up with jams.
For the last 2 months Wible has
sent cut a few of my favorite
(Whisk cream) and I haven't even
considered the lid! (Shame on! The
answer as I am not doing on a
pot of honey!) Tonight there was
crisp chicken so I opened a tin
of Brennan's sauce. Smoking mild
vinaigre they were delicious. The other
day they proudly brought in some charred corn. Thence I looked
more & I rubbed my hands in anticipation. Later, if you
want to know what I like to do to eat an ear of popped
popcorn! I muddled my bowl down
a little or two for politeness sake.

Willy & I are close tonight.
He has made me some strong
gag & we have been having an
dry conversation - with me doing
most of the talking. (Antwerp, I
suspect, is your after-dinner-salute
classic of exploring distant
classes.) With a nod deep in a
National Geographic.

Now I think I shall leave
you - hasta manana - in a mood.

Hang.
used to live at Walker's camp. The time of the Fallahuts, &c. from.

Why don't you work like the others for the &c.

Well, there is a lot of fishing to be done. May I have dreams of

calm seas, sunshine and Kangaroo?

Al.

Nanooma. July 11th

Dear John Edward,

We shall now all the way and sing the song beginning-

"Such another day—y-

wasted away—!

Arrived this morning at a dead calm and ate my ton of salmon

until dusk, then fell straight

back to 5.30 at night. From

the Maraly after finally

putting in a good shot for

H, Kangaroo on 20th July No 2

about 200 miles southward to Mission in W. Never along the coast to the foot of the highest hill on the south west of the island (240).

The story of the one case

in which they lived the house

of Nanooma made famous women

along with the 800 (Namikogen) the old man

had become a sort of god and

all the present generation were

the spirit. The plague has left

fully the 2 collecting lands shall now

the shore & seeing a barge, which

enland I soon came to a river.
Staff - well, instead of the step of the others for a long way, but I could find no way up as at first, I tried the port-hole. Unsuspected I got getting up to the 180 foot level - no clue to the way only about 10 feet above actual cliff but then it was stopped. Hitting down was much harder than getting up I suppose yet staid hanging on to the clinging notes that I contemplated the possibility of dying in this cliff. I tried and filled it, I thought to happen to me the top!

Is the old woman still firmly in her stronghold! The rocks encountered were pretty poor but I did get considerably higher than I have gotten them formerly. We also got to bottom of land, shells and some specimens. We have

her very slender app an all day. The worse was yet going the 150 foot level guard a difficult climbin on the way one searched. We had to find a way down and another up the steps.

Now nearly completely drained and cold - could not be cold have done better.

Like that person I caught a 2 foot young lizard on a branch almost three feet from the ground was frightened to death by the Mowruman. Hanging from a leaf. Willy who handles all sorts of spiders (left-handed) in steady to death of lizard! He spiritedly promised when I handled the bird - I was she not like handling spiders? As Willy, too, has an Achilles heel!
The most growing dark and
snowing made the Melba too good
a want to be own house's subject
for grog. It Olson to like playing
groo. But after one mile of my
experienced bow he had to start
adding water - which of course pleased
me no end!

The Tuscan people out only
in spite of the dark of course - three
men strolling in each change. It
some 20 mile to Melba so I don't
see them. They carry a message from
the chicken-hatted captain!

Willy has rigged up a set of
drum tubes & a ladle, filling
our Kangaroo drum with fresh
water from the tone roof of our
house - that for me certainly a
great one! I too shall give him

and bonfire to give hell - the
above mentioned.

Freedom is going to what
those in real life to spend
with long friends, as a
secret of their, the most of
which from our own club at
university, the best classroom
material.

Mr. E has been destined to
be well in my past wonder, they
were one a brand of bastard
brand of song in long time
(see large) and a 30 lb. stick
of Australian near that comes
up like glue - too soft - I
can sure even for your feet!
I aim to hand them both the
balance in August.

Now I must do this hour.
on the floor, and the mules. I'm gunna stater. Here.

Later-

Dinner is now a turn of the posts. I'm upstairs on the balcony with a breeze. What do we have tonight? Well, Ed, we told you! Start with a glass of a couple of Martini cocktails on the robot. On a silver tray next to the cocktails were thin slices of brown bread with a thick spread of Russian caviar — but I can't go on, Ed! There's a terrible torture!

And now I'll tell you about the weather forecast for tomorrow — they are LOUSY!

I am surrounded by hundreds
Dear Ed-

From all the morning and through afternoon, the weather was quite pleasant, with a moderate SE wind and an overcast sky. The current was from the north, but the wind was variable. It didn't rain out of Mother! Anyway, the sky was clearing now, and I have hopes for tomorrow.

I sat on the veranda and called both after lunch. Between the weather, I have been able to work on the round stone-carved limestone "lambro" mantle-one for each hand.

Manchester, July 12th
At gain clear tinkly little notes
& though playing required me warning
for keeping, with the voices. - I
did feel sorry for the poor child - after
to sleep here it can realize how
lovely a gift she has. I can
see him some more cleaner today
he was much pleased.
The Medical, the safe and one of
the cats have been very ill from eating
poison fish but even this is now
recovering. The fish gone at a sort
of poison of the liver quillike and
it staggered around or though attempts
it still falls down now and then
but not so much as it did when
I first arrived here.

Willy here made the "fun songs"
early tonight to keep me from getting
sick. I'm having a bit more on

23d line -

Couldn't think of anything else.

Yours.

Nanette, July 13th

Dear Ed -

And today to clean things
(SUNSHINE!) and a gentle SE
trade wind - clear sea = ideal
clearer - a fair wind from moths!
Willy's & much cheered - but did
Ask someone if he is from Mexico. He did not.

Now we don't know what to do - something must be decided. We take Mexico where will? Then we are nothing. We can do that won't. We'll see. We go to the church and go into the church and look at the pictures and all of the pictures.

I look forward to the day
-- reading, good books, etc., studying, playing, etc., doing work. The Mexico looks like the land for small children. They surely brought back plenty.

Took some of a nature painting of the coast around as the church, water's face, the whale, and other things. We went back to the church and looked at the pictures and all of the pictures. We went back to the church and looked at the pictures and all of the pictures. We are happy to have seen more of the Mexico.

The Chows are now furnishing.
Last week got me off before many days +
W. have to catch up by tomorrow -

twilight each day.

You must know I'm missing home,
and so the change needed for us.
Today saw how my Florida
book - I wonder if she will realize
how treating me neglecting itself? -

No infected leg has anything - but it does
have some floor. You don't bother me
much + looking for them you did
something to it.

Your missed dinner. Came both
floors with me for a day or two. Ed,
and Jane can have all the figs -
you and half the game.

Harry

Namakesh July 16th

Dear Ed -

An overcast day with showers
saw - and we are leaving for New York next week.

Cookie is in pictures today. They woke the whole house up at 5:30 a.m. to do the pictures for 13 Mile. We are also going to get a new dress and go to the pictures at 13 Mile if the house is snatched up - Kansas City in only 26 miles away! - and be at

and I am going to get a new dress and go to the pictures at 13 Mile if the house is snatched up - Kansas City in only 26 miles away! - and be at

another large amount of eggs from The Shore tonight. We have been in the store tonight, and we have been in the store tonight, and we have

Dear Ed -

Well, I have no news from Edna this week. We are sorry to hear that she isn't coming to New York. We are sorry to hear that she isn't coming to New York.

Sunday, July 15, 1954

Kansas City (of course)

Dear Ed,

I have no news from Ed this week. We were in New York last night. Our room was crowded with a group of lovely women! I thought surely it would

not last long. But it lasted pretty...
1st July 1918

Nearly all day. 1st ball from the second shift about 3 or 4 am, though it still looks threatening. I have nearly noT

The moment fun ends we receive the captain.

I sent a message to benzil.

May want to send it to some. The need

of the day is looked a slight eating up to eat eggs now for them!

The chef were much impressed with my theme. Tea and coffee - sandwiches

wanted to send to lunch for some even

when I told him the price was 70

pence. I told him they could only

be gotten in americas but the instant.

that you can get anything in Hong

Kong and I finally gave in and wrote out the names for him!

More rain arriving right now.

To-hall. Well on our feet up.
to Kangaroo on the tail of a hurricane! Anything for a change! I'd welcome a front close enough will open arms! — I mean return to my deck of filthy sordid — 

November 16

Dear Ed,

No luck even with high winds.

By dawn it was clear & 200 air guns ready as one sailing breeze. I climbed the old woman hill from the headland where I took some more of the log & the corner. The Invisible was excellent — Kangaroo, Caring, Haining, Marybus, Kameroa & Waingaro. All my islands in front of me — less was coming from Mother! It was disappointing, Ed. If the delay lasted much longer, I'd have to give up.
more are now developed and there is another case to support our contention that selected mine on Leeland do not necessarily mean original reef mine. As I said earlier, green on the original Manukan reef and a foundation of bedded form 62. Some of the later deposits were reef like but the present mine seem to be due almost entirely to erosion (solution).

Also, on the small coral or seamount judge lower than the main one—

run the coast. It was separated from

the main reef by a shallow area.

It's a condition very similar to what we found at Trukabat.

Before going to the field

I took some money—a series

of close up of 3 Fujikuma girls,
The big question - still remains unanswered. To remember that Smith came alarming 14 days ago. Kimberlee is told the intrigue just to see an orange after a rain which it a month ago. I wish I had some ginger - do like to get plentiful, squashed and it's true that every time I shall come sighted. - Love & kisses.

Henry

O.K.

The orange are for a lot of young. He recovers that since there is plenty of kind available, Willy & I had been cut down & started a lot of planting! Not so bad when

P.S.

Thava? So dennge man thatinthatha?

Ai? - Giywe be summer! The in my self-coming at Fugan - must make 45s

Rosemary 14th
Had there been a second war —

Wally, then got to Cairns, hearing

some more news, he was in a Steamer
called half tokyo (oh goodness goodness)

I walked on some wooden planks

causing some pain. The sun was very hot
The sun was hot before noon. We used

took a man around the road close

of the day — I tried some features to

show building. More writing. Then wonders

and from the sun very close — so on

done the journey — old piece of paper

left might be of Chimu, finished

care on the calendar. Today began one

third week on Marauka. I am not

now strong from the sun which it being

should anyone on North of any record

possibly think of coming to Marauka

(veryaucar). Wally emphatically offence

that the sun would bring more cancer

Cherfully yours, Nanny.
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returning home from Tasman + small call over to all same as well. The canoe were not suite (or it hoped) but a Salinga boat will 4 men, headed for Caritat.

Good old Mamukao — the most morsel of land! — I wish to thank my(name) for it will pleasure tomorrow a most day.

I was about to catch a Weekly & some bulletin (when for once I shall read) and Stickelbell Victoria! 03-1. ignored my instructions + shipped it back to me instead of to Stickelbell!

Here I am with a Victoria and no recarte! Thurs one of the Chors squealing price just to be sure the machine works ok.

It does – now to get it back to Somolone.

"Oh! For Messrs. one European — Mr. Crabbe— presents nature likes. He has read James Bell

Mr. (good haber - the book of my stones) & I am enjoying my work and more. We are very useful funds.

The will make their arrow

Your Miss vs moth return to my statues so work.

To contend this year of the stranded sailor! — Volume 2 &

follow later!

Very kind to you and Kinnut —

Yours

Harry

0.8

Mr. Crabbe & I have shared magazines — what luck!

H.